A linear buckling analysis based on the small deflection theory is presented for the cylindrical panel with sinusoidal changes in the shell thickness. The buckling load for simply supported cylindrical panel around the periphery is defined by using the hybrid perturbation -Galerkin method. The influence of the thickness variation parameter on the critical loads is investigated.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the study on stability of thin structural components with variable thickness has attracted attention to many researchers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Elishakoff et al [2] studied the effect of axisymmetric imperfections in the shape of the axisymmetric buckling mode on the buckling of cylindrical shells. Ye Zhiming [3] introduced the nonlinear analysis and optimization of shallow shell of variable thickness. Yeh et al [4] treated chaotic and bifurcation dynamics for a simply supported rectangular plate of thermo-mechanical coupling in large deflection. Mateus et al [5] studied post-buckling behavior of corroded steel plates. Nguyen and Tran [6] investigated the stability of thin rectangular plates with variable thickness on a basis of the theory of thin plates of small deflections.
The major objective of this paper is to investigate in detail the buckling of cylindrical panel of variable thickness, based on the small deflection theory and shallow shells theory. The Hybrid Pertubation-Galerkin method is in use to determine the critical load factor of cylindrical panel with variable thickness. The influence of the thickness non-uniformity parameter to the buckling load is investigated. General asymptotic formulae for the buckling load are derived and numerical results are investigated for compressive simply supported panels.
GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Consider a cylindrical panel with small thickness variation loaded in its middle surface by uniform compression N (Fig. 1) . As the panel thickness is not uniform in the x direction and radius of cylindrical panel is R, the governing differential equations with variable coefficients for the panels in general case are obtained as follows:
Assume that: Ni~' c?j, w 0 (i, j = 1, 2) are stretching forces, strains in the middle surface, and the radial deflection in the fundamental pre-buckling state; Ni~' Mh, dj, W 1 (i, j = 1, 2) are stretching forces, moments, strains in the middle surface, the radial deflection in the adjacent buckling state. We have the increments of solutions at buckling:
It is noted that in the buckling state: Mg = 0, w 0 = 0.
We shall use the basic general equations in term of increments to solve the stability problem of cylindrical panel compressed in the direction of long edges. We use the stability equation in terms of bending and twisting moment increments [7] in the case of cylindrical panel: 
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The solution of the equations of equilibrium is greatly simplified by the introducing the stress function F defined as:
Substituting Eq.(2.6) into Eq.(2.3) and taking into account Eq.(2.7), we obtain:
When the cylindrical panel is under the action of uniform axial compression ( Fig. 1 ), substituting Eq. (2.5) in the buckling Eq. (2.4) and observing that the flexural rigidity D is no longer a constant but a function of coordinate x, we obtain:
2 w+ · . indicating the magnitude and wave of the thickness variation, respectively. When x = 0 and x == a, one has h(x) = ho, for the case x = a/2: one has h(x) = h 0 (1 -c:) (Fig. 2) .
The thickness parameter c: varies from zero to 0.2 and is positive in order to achieve a detrimental effect by a "thinning" of the wall thickness.
To make the resulting solutions more general in their application, we transform the above equations into non-dimensional parameters as follows: 
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with N = n7r.
In order to solve the compatibility equation (3.4) for J, the pertubation procedure will be employed here. To this end, 7 is expressed in term of the thickness variation parameter c: as:
(3.6) Substituting (3.6) into (3.4) and keeping (2.10) in mind, after collecting the like terms c:: where the operator L( •) is defined as: where r5w = sin(m7r~) sin(mr77).
Substituting (3.6) with /i into Eq.(3.13), making some algebraic JDNMt ••ion leads to an eigenvalue problem and the buckling load due to the thickness tw•e• can be determined.
DETERMINATION OF THE BUCKLING LOAD
In this paper, the expression for buckling loads are determined only when r = a/b = 1, v = 0.3 and m = n = p = 1, using a single term displacement series obtained in Fig. 3 , the relationship between A and R is shown in Fig. 4 , the relationship between A and c, R is shown in Fig. 5 . (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 ). This work was done under the support of Natural Science Counci~ c0'. \-'.-=:::.am.
CONCLUSION
